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CiviCRM CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Improve your CiviCRM capabilities with this clever cookbook. Packed with recipes and screenshots, it's the natural way to dig deeper into the software and achieve more for your nonprofit or civic sector organization.


	Overview

	
		Take your CiviCRM skills to the next level and handle CiviCRM...



		

Discover Signal Processing: An Interactive Guide for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Signal processing is now a multidisciplinary topic, and one that has applications in many fields including, but not limited to, science, engineering, medicine, finance and the behavioural sciences. Modern software libraries that include dedicated languages and packages designed to simplify the development and application of signal processing...


		

Building the Knowledge Management Network: Best Practices, Tools, and Techniques for Putting Conversation to WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A complete set of best practices, tools, and techniques for turning conversations into a rich source of business information
    Many organizations are now recognizing that the untapped knowledge of their members can be used to benefit every aspect of their business, from making smarter and faster decisions to improving products and...





		

Distributed Systems: Concepts and Design (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005


	This fourth edition of OUf textbook appears at a time when the Internet and the Web are

	mature systems, supporting a wide variety of di stdbuted applications on a scale far

	greater than could have been anticipated when our third edition was published almost

	five years ago.





	The book aims to provide an understanding...

		

Online! The BookPrentice Hall, 2003
Are you getting the best of the Internet? No way! The Web's packed with great sites you haven't discovered. Great tools you haven't tried. Great stuff you haven't done.
But that's about to change!

You're looking at an amazing collection of today's coolest Web stuff. Hundreds of incredible ideas, tips, techniques, and sites...all...


		

Jini and Javaspaces Application DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2001
This book is about developing Jini and JavaSpaces applications in the midst of a technology
revolution. It is about emerging technologies that are changing the way we build and think about
systems. The intent is to provide a practical approach to using and developing Jini services by
working through examples.

Although you...





		

Smart Sensing and Context: Third European Conference, EuroSSC 2008, Zurich, SwitzerlandSpringer, 2008


	This year marks the third edition of EuroSSC. It builds on the success of the

	past editions, held in Enschede, The Netherlands in 2006, and in Kendal, UK in

	2007. On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we would like to welcome you to

	EuroSSC 2008, in Zurich, Switerland. This volume contains the invited papers

	and technical...

		

Professional Python Frameworks: Web 2.0 Programming with Django and Turbogears (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As two of the leading MVC web frameworks for Python, Django and TurboGears allow you to develop and launch sites in a fraction of the time compared to traditional techniques and they provide greater stability, scalability, and management than alternatives. Packed with examples, this book will help you discover a new methodology for designing,...

		

The Elements of Library Research: What Every Student Needs to KnowPrinceton Press, 2008

	To do solid academic research, college students need to look beyond the computer search engine. This short, practical book introduces students to the important components of the information-seeking process. The Elements of Library Research provides a foundation for success in any research assignment, from a freshman paper to a senior...






		

Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality: 18th International Working ConferenceSpringer, 2012

	This LNCS volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at the 18th
	Working Conference on Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality
	(REFSQ 2012), held in Essen, Germany, during March 19–22, 2012.


	Requirements engineering (RE) has long been recognized as a major factor for
	achieving high-quality...


		

Advanced Distributed Systems: Third International School and Symposium, ISSADS 2004, Guadalajara, MexicoSpringer, 2004
This volume contains the accepted papers from the 3rd International School
and Symposium on Advanced Distributed Systems held in Guadalajara, Mexico,
January 24–30, 2004. This event was organized by the teams made up of members
of CINVESTAV Guadalajara, CUCEI, the Computer Science Department of
the Centre of Research and...

		

Machine Learning Methods in the Environmental Sciences: Neural Networks and KernelsCambridge University Press, 2009
Machine learning is a major subfield in computational intelligence (also called artificial intelligence). Its main objective is to use computational methods to extract information from data. Neural network methods, generally regarded as forming the first wave of breakthrough in machine learning, became popular in the late 1980s, while kernel...
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